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South America 1982

Evelio Echevarrfa

AREA NOTES

Generally speaking the past Andean season was rather disappointing.
The trend to open new routes in the Cordillera Blanca and in a few
Patagonian districts has continued unabated, but in the remaining areas
repeat ascents have been the rule. New peaks climbed have been few and
mostly in Chile. The following activities deserve reporting. All refer to
1982 unless otherwise stated.

Venezuela
A new field for new routes, if not for unclimbed peaks, has been found

among the rocky walls, ridges and outcrops of the Sierra del NQrte (also
called Sierra de la Culata), located N of the Sierra Nevada de Merida
and of the Andean city of Merida. Often led by the very active Jose
Betancourt, small groups of local climoers have been seeking out new
routes on steep, albeit short, walls. The E faces of La Vieja I and La
Vieja III (ca. 4300m) and the SE face of La Torre (4311m) received in
1982 their first climbers. In the Sierra Nevada de Merida the same
Betancourt, with Gustavo G6mez, made a new route on the well known
rock peak of Vertigo (ca. 4900m); they climbed the E face on 6 March.

Peru
Cordillcra Blanca The past year saw another crop of new routes in this
range. The following are particularly noteworthy:

Chopicalqui, 6354m, NW face (left of the 1981 French route), Eric
Doussin, solo, 26 July; and E ridge, 6 Chamonix guides led by
R. Desmaison, 25 August.
Pucahirca Central, 6014m, NE face, M. Giacometti,
G. Scanabessi, 7 July.
Ocshapalca, 5881m, J. Cambon, B. Francou, G. Grassi (date not
known; the route was described as comparable to the S face of
Chacraraju).
Taulliraju, 5830m, S face, M. Fowler, C. Watts, 26 May.
Uruashraju, 5735m, NW spur and face, A. and A. Schoon,
M. Scott, early July.
Cashan Este, 5723m, NE face, J. Levy, 10 July.
Churup, 5493m, direct W face, J. Lorenzo, F. Palacios, 2 August.

The main event of the 1982 season however seems to have been a
pioneer ascent by two young Peruvians. Nevado Punctancuernos
(5959m), highest unclimbed peak in this range and perhaps also in Peru,
had repulsed several strong attempts by rather large expeditions. Seven
members of the Club Andino Peruano approached the peak (Chinchey
group) via Malla town, Esparta mine and lake Yuraccocha. Route
followed was the NE face. Camps were placed at 5000, 5200 and 5650m
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and the summit reached on 21 August by A. Ortega and A. Tordoya.
They reported a dangerous crossing over the lower glacier and danger
also when climbing the successive, although short, rock walls covered
with verglas that form the ridge. Both mountaineers believe that, taking
into account the fact that the final 60m high twin ice towers are hidden
from the view below, the peak probably exceeds 6000m.

Two members of the 1981 South Wales Andean Expedition, Mike
Harber and Tim Oliver, climbed the W face of Nevado Perlilla (5587m)
in 1 day from a bivouac on the Qopap Plateau, this being the first known
ascent. They followed this with an Alpine-style ascent of the SW ridge of
Huascaran Sur (6768m) in 3 days, traversing the main summit to
descend by the normal route.
Cordillera Huayhuash A strong Czechoslovakian expedition undertook to
open exposed new routes on the flanks of the peaks of the NW corner of
this range. Successful climbs were made on the W face of Rondoy,
5870m (a peak difficult from any angle) by D. Becik, J. Porvaznik,
9 June; Jirishanca, 6094m, SW face, S. Drlik and leader J. Stejsdal,
13 June; Mitoraju, 5684m, and Yerupaja, 6617m. It will be noticed that
these heights, produced in the last few years by Peruvian military
surveyors, are somewhat lower than the previous ones, universally
accepted, by the Austrian-German expeditions of 1936 and 1954.
Cordillera Vilcanota Santino Calegari, an inveterate visitor to the Andes,
led a group of the Club Alpino Italiano, which climbed Yayamari,
6007m (apparently a second ascent) by the NW side; Pacco Loma and
Atun Pacco (5454 and 5672m) were also ascended; there seems to be no
previous ascents registered for the latter two peaks, which are located in
the Huilayoc area.

Chile
Cordillera Central Cerro Marmolejo (6100m), southernmost six
thousander in the world, was ascended for the first time by its N face,
which is at least 2000m high. With 2 camps, the summit was reached by
J. Pardo, C. and D. Pena, N. Rivera and I. Vigoroux, from Santiago (3
February). Also in this central region, Cerro Mirador de los Volcanes
(4400m), located in the upper Tinguiririca valley, was climbed for the
first time, by J. Contreras, E. Lagos and L. Miranda 0 anuary 1982).

Argentina
Cordillera Central Probably the main event in the Andes in 1982 was the
climbing of the S buttress of the S peak of Aconcagua by Yugoslavians.
This route had been recommended by the Argentinian mountaineer
Alfredo Magnani (his guidebook to Aconcagua is reviewed in this issue
of the AJ) and called by him ruta sur-sur, that is, south-south, since it
goes up the S buttress and veers to the S summit of the mountain. The
Yugoslavians numbered 15, several of whom climbed the Polish route,
others a combination of the French and Austrian S face routes, and the
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third group (l. Gantar, Pavel and Peter Podgornik, 1. Rejc) kept to the
left of the S face route. Bad weather, lack of bivouac sites and crumbling
rock were the main obstacles. Night climbing was preferred at times,
since it meant the avoidance of running water and rockfall down the
gullies. The summit was reached on 28 January, after 8 days spent on
climbing and as many on camps and bivouacs. The group descended by
the standard route.

Chilean and Argentinian Patagonia
The W face of FitzRoy, a strikingly difficult proposition, defeated the

determined efforts of a group of Czechs led by M. Orolin. A previous
British attempt had also been repulsed (1977). Gino and Silvia Buscaini
made the difficult first ascent of the E face of Aguja Guillaumet on
27 December 1981. Another Italian, Franco Perlotto, climbed alone the
Torre Sur del Paine, partly by a new route (N ridge), since in the last
part it connected to the Italian first ascent 1962 route. The Perlotto
ascent took place in the summer of 1980~1. French climbers made their
first visit to the Paine, where they scaled the peaks of Cabeza del Indio
(2230m), La Hoja (Blade) 1950m, and La Espada (Sword). The first two
are believed to be first ascents (November 1981).

Another important climb was the second ascent of the Chilean route
on Cuerno Principal del Paine (2110m). This was accomplished by
F. Medina, E. Parvex, N. Rivera and 1. Vigoroux, of Santiago, on
2 February. Parvex and Rivera also made the third ascent of the
remarkable rock peak of Aleta de Tiburon (Shark's Fin), 1800m.

Antarctica
Chilean and Argentinian mountaineering institutions have sent

several expeditions to the Antarctic in the last 50 years or so but they have
been mainly scientific in scope. 'In January and February 1982,
10 Chilean mountaineers visited the Antarctic island of Anvers. Besides
the climbing group, led by J. Quinteros, there were several Chilean
scientists and 2 German engineers from Hanover University. Base camp
was placed on Point Biscoe and 2 further camps were established on a
glacier, at 450m and 750m above sea level. The main summit of Monte
Frances (2822m) was climbed, a probable second ascent. The S summit
(2630m) of the same mountain was also ascended. On 7 February
A. Izquierdo, P. Toro and A. Velasquez made the first ascent of Monte
Egregio, 1300m, via its NW ridge in near blizzard conditions. Monte
Williams (2000m) was the next goal. The same 3 climbers, plus
D. Delgado and A. and C. Marangunic, ascended the NE ridge
(15 February), while leader Quinteros and Gino Cassasa climbed the
very steep SW ridge 2 days later. The last 2 mountains were hitherto
untrodden.
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Recent Guidebooks to S America
Yuraq lanka. Cordilleras Blanca and Rosko John Ricker (Seattle,
American Alpine Club and Alpine Club of Canada. Reprinted in 1981).
Trails of the Cordilleras Blanca & Huayhuash Jim Bartle (Lima, Editorial
Grafica. Reprinted in 1981, with 26 colour photos).
Excursiones, andinismo y refugios de montana en Bariloche Tonchek Arko
(Buenos Aires, Gufas Regionales Argentinas, 1981. 16 sketch-maps and
line-drawings, 23 b & w photos, 112 pp). Bariloche is a well-known ski
and summer resort located in S Argentina and is also the door for the
Argentinian Patagonia. It is furthermore a climbing center and its Club
Andino Bariloche has already celebrated its 51st year. This guide covers
the main, but by no means all, attractions of the area within easy
reach of the mountain city itself (pop 26,000) and also accessible via the
waterways of lake Nahuel Huapi, itself a national park. Ten major
mountain huts and their surrounding areas are covered, as well as routes
on 6 major peaks, including Tronador. Climbs are described in detail,
with difficulty graded. There is also an appendix on local ski
mountaineering. Except for Tronador, the entire area is for rock
climbers and hikers. The guide also includes a number of commercial
advertisements that may supply useful information to tourists and
climbers.
Aconcagua Argentina Alfredo Magnani and Luis A. Parra (Mendoza,
Argentina, Edici<mes Dhaulagiri, 1981. One colour picture, 9 sketch
maps and line-drawings, 84 pp). A book necessary to put an end to the
nonsense that is usually encountered when dealing with Aconcagua,
particularly in newspapers. This guidebook introduces the geology,
glaciology, natural life and history of the mountain, with other sections
on routes, supplies, huts, medicine, etc. There are 8 illustrations
describing routes which have so far been climbed: standard or NW,
Polish or NE, SW ridge, S face and E face and ridge; the S face has
yielded 3 variants, French in 1954, Austrian in 1976 and Yugoslavian in
1982. Not included in this book is the Mason variant, which starts
directly up the rocks above Plaza de Mulas and joins the standard route
at about 5800m. This useful book, prepared by 2 great experts on
Aconcagua, places an emphasis on high mountain medicine, which is a
sobering reminder, considering the high number of fatalities claimed by
Anconcagua.
Aconcagua Carlos Capella Cabanes, editor (Barcelona, Gnificas
Logrono, 1982. 8 b & w photos, 8 line-drawings and sketch-maps,
30 pp). Aconcagua was chosen by the Servicio General de
Informaciones de Montana, Barcelona, to inaugurate its series of
monographs on important mountain peaks. Similar works on FitzRoy,
Cerro Torre and the Dhaulagiris are in preparation. There are in this
monograph 7 sections covering approaches, camps, routes, useful hints
and information, bibliography, maps and a short history of the
mountain. Special emphasis, with good photos and drawings, is given to
routes.
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